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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the notation of Horadam [7], let Wn - W„(ayb; p, q), where 

w„=pwn-x-qw„_2 (»>2) 
W0=a, W, = b. 0) 

If a and /?, assumed distinct, are the roots of 

tf-pA + q = 0, (2) 

we have the Binet form 
Aa"-BB" 

a-fi K} 

in which A = b -a/3 and B = b -aa. 
The «* terms of the well-known Fibonacci and Lucas sequences are then F„ = Wn(0,1; 1, -1) 

and 4 - ^ ( 2 , 1 ; 1,-1). 
We also write 

Un = Wn(0,1; p, q) = ^ 5 | ^ , Vn = Wn(2, p; p, q) = a" +fi». 

Throughout this paper, d is a natural number. 
Define the Aitken transformation (see [1]) by 

«*™-7h£?- <4> 
In 1984, Phillips discovered the following relation between Fibonacci numbers and the Aitken 

transformation: A(rn_nrn,rn+t) = r2n, where rn=Fn+l/Fn and t <n is a positive integer, and an 
account of this work is also given by Vajda in [16]. Later, some articles discussed and extended 
Phillips' results. For example, McCabe and Phillips [11], Muskat [14], Jamieson [10]. More 
recently, Zhang [17] defined a generalized Fibonacci sequence as 

Ak^nk+d T>k ank+d 

K*l = <*&> b; p, q) = A<X
 a\y (5) 

and obtained 
A(%%%k\^]) = R?k\ (6) 

where i ^ ° = W%] I W$. This work generalizes the results of [11], [14], and [10]. 

* This research was supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Education Committee of Henan Province, P. 
R. China. 
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Applying the definition of W^k], we can easily prove that W$ satisfies the following recur-
rence relation: 

W£\d = (ak+/Jk)W<^-akfikW<^d, (7) 

which has the characteristic equation with roots ak and fik . 
In this article, Section 2 contains the relation between ratios of W*fy and other transforma-

tions and Section 3 gives a generalization of the g-matrix. 

2. THE SECANT, NEWTON-RAPHSON, AND HALLEY TRANSFORMATIONS 

If the roots of (2) are real when k tends to infinity, then the sequences of ratios 

ur= m\ 
converges to the dth power of a root of (2). In other words, the sequences of ratios {fi^ty 
converges to a root of 

x2-(ad +Pd)x + adf3d = x2-Vdx + qd = 0, (8) 

namely, I^k) -> ad or J3d as k -> oo. 
Define the Secant transformation S(x, x') (see [14]) for equation (8) by 

s(x rt=*x'2-vd*+tf)-xX*?-VdX+4d) = ™'-qd
 (9) 

V ' ; (x'2-Vdxf + qd)-(x2-Vdx + qd) x + x'-Vd* KJ 

Define the Newton-Raphson transformation N(x) (see [14]) for equation (8) by 

ATY \ x2-Vdx + qd x2-qd
 / i m 

N(X) = X~ 2x-Vd = 2 ^ ' ° 0 ) 

and the Halley transformation H{x) (see [4]) for equation (8) by 

H(x) = x x2-Vdx + qd
 = x'-^x + V^ 

(2X-Vd)-^^ 3x2-3Vdx + VJ-q« (11) 

Then we have the following result. 

Theorem 1: Let n and m be integers such that in+n is even, and assume that division by zero 
does not occur. Then: 

(i) S(%k\^) = B$l)l2, where 

Ri2k) _ K&V2,* _ A2ka^k+d-B2kpm+"^d , m . 
t\m+ri)l2 ~ yy{2k) ~ J2ka(nH-n)k _ glk o(m+n)k ' \ l Z ) 

(ii) N(^) = ̂ ; (13) 
(iii) H(^) = B£k\ ( 1 4 ) 
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Proof: We prove only part (i). The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar. Applying the defini-
tion and properties—see (3.1 )-(3.5) of [ 17]—of W$, we have 

d 

KW-tfK'Wo _ w^Kl-i^Kl 
(dd — Bd\( A2kQfim+ri)k+d — R2k n(m+n)k+d 

(ad-6d)(A2kaim+n)k-B2kftm+n)k) ' 

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

We define {^f]}, the conjugate sequence of {W%kJ}, by 
xVJ,kd = x¥Jt

k
d(a,b;p,q) = Akank+d+Bk6"k+d. (15) 

Using (15), it is easy to prove that {¥£*]} also satisfies the recurrence relation (7). If 
*F„(*3 *• 0, we use B^k) again to denote ¥£*] / ¥ $ , then this B^k) also satisfies the same four rela-
tions: (6), (12), (13), and (14). 

3. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ^-MATRIX 

Before proceeding, we state some results that will be used subsequently. These results can 
be proved using definitions (5) and (15): 

Vffi - 2AkBkqnk = A(0fo>)2, (16) 

( 0 2 V ( 0 2 = ̂ W (is) 
W^]^-qd^W^ld = UdW^k\ (19) 

Wim+k) _ AkBkqnkfffi-k) = w^W^}, (20) 

W^}-qdW^ld = UdX% (21) 

{^f-W^}W^}d = AkBkqnk-dUl (22) 

where A = p2 - Aq. 
Following Hoggatt (see [6]), the £>-rnatrix is defined by 

H 1 1 
0 

Generalizations of the gsrrratrix are to be found in Ivie [9], Filipponi and Horadam [3], Filipponi 
[2], and Etoradam and Filipponi [8]. For a comprehensive history, see Gould [5]. Recently, 
Melham and Shannon [12], [13], gave the following generalization of the g-matrix: 
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M: U, k+m 1 U/c 
Uk ~qmUk_t mj 

We now give a generalization of the matrix M. Associated with the recurrence relation (7) 
and with {#£*]} and {¥<*]} as in (5) and (15), respectively, define 

Kl = 
dmk^ 

where k, n, and d are integers. 
By induction and making use of (17) and (18), it can be shown that, for all integral /?, 

(M$r=u"d uKmk>> 
vyn,Q 

-ndW^mk^ 

Applying (16)-(20), we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: 
fuA™* k\ +mlkl) -nd lAA™^ +m2kl)\ 1 " M H- "n.O (^Tx(^2dT2 ^u?^-) 

"n.O H YYn,-d 
(23) 

4. A REMARK 

In fact, the sequences W$ and T^] may be regarded as two double sequences (in n and k, d 
being a parameter). The interesting properties of the sequences Wffy and T^] still need further 
research. 
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NEW PROBLEM WEB SITE 

Readers of The Fibonacci Quarterly will be pleased to know that many of its prob-
lems can now be searched electronically (at no charge) on the World Wide Web at 

http://problems.math.umr.edu 
Over 23,000 problems from 42 journals and 22 contests are referenced by the site, 

which was developed by Stanley Robinowitz's MathPro Press. Ample hosting space 
for the site was generously provided by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
at the University of Missouri-Rolla, through Leon M. Hall, Chair. 

Problem statements are included in most cases, along with proposers, solvers (whose 
solutions were published), and other relevant bibliographic information. Difficulty 
and subject matter vary widely; almost any mathematical topic can be found. 

The site is being operated on a volunteer basis. Anyone who can donate journal 
issues or their time is encouraged to do so. For further information, write to: 

Mr. Mark Bowron 
Director of Operations, MathPro Press 
1220 East West Highway #1010A 
Silver Spring, MD 290910 
(301) 587-0618 (Voice mail) 
bowron@compuserve.com (e-mail) 
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